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contraction in the oviduct this long after labour was first commenced. It was then decided that surgical
removal of the eggs was the only remaining option—a caesarean.
As the snake was still in good health, surgical risk was minimal. It was also probably the largest snake that I
had ever scheduled for surgery but this, as it turned out, was a definite advantage. Other than the anaesthetic,
the biggest problem was accurately identifying the location of the eggs in the snake`s abdomen. A series of
labelled x-rays of successive areas of the abdomen allowed us to identify their position. They were located in
the last 30 % of the body-the Oxytocin had moved them closer together but not enough to pass them. Twelve
eggs were found to remain. For the surgery to be performed, it was necessary for the snake to be laid out in
a straight line. This allowed for easier and unrestricted respiration throughout the entire right lung. Two
operating tables were laid end-to-end to permit this and five heat mats were laid under the body of the snake.
Anaesthetic was first administered by a modified gas mask and, when sufficiently relaxed, a special small
breathing tube was passed into the snake`s trachea through the opening in the mouth. The tube was
connected to our anaesthetic machine and a mix of oxygen and anaesthetic gas (isofluorane) was used to
keep the snake asleep. Extra breaths were added every 30 seconds to maintain good tissue oxygenation.
The anaesthetic proceeded very smoothly for the entire operation. With the snake laid on its side, an incision
was made between the second and third rows of small scales on the side of the body, just above the wide
belly scales.
This surgical site is chosen because of minimal wound tension, is less likely
to be contaminated by crawling activity, and avoids the large vein that runs
along the belly inside the abdomen. Under the scales is the thick muscle
wall. A 20 cm incision was made and this allowed us to easily reach all the
eggs when then oviduct was lifted to the level of the incision. Subsequent
post-operative x-rays could find no sign of eggs remaining. The oviduct,
muscle and scales were closed and antibiotics were given. Pain relief was
given before the surgery began. Recovery from the anaesthetic occurred
about 15 minutes after the anaesthetic was turned off. Voluntary head and
body movement followed soon after.
This is an ideal anaesthetic recovery time and she was completely recovered within 24 hours post surgery. The
success and ease of anaesthesia was due to the control thatthe tracheal tube gave in delivering accurate gas
and oxygen levels. Interestingly, it took three nurses to carry the recovering patient to its post-operative
enclosure.
This was a very interesting, challenging and unique case for many reasons but the experience gained was
invaluable for future similar cases. The size of the patient was an obstacle but ultimately proved to be its
biggest asset. Fortunately for us, she proved to be a co-operative patient and this made our job a lot easier.
Locating the twelve retained eggs was a major challenge but was successfully overcome. The result was very
satisfying and the snake has made a complete recovery. Unfortunately all the eggs proved to be infertile this
time but there is no reason why she can`t breed again in the future. Hopefully she has more success in laying
them next time.

G'day folks. I have recently swapped the cold, overcast skies of my home in the UK for the sunshine
and beaches of NSW and I am looking forward to the challenges ahead.
I qualified as a veterinarian in 2008 and have spent time in small animal
private practice as well as following my passion for zoo and exotic animal
medicine. At home, I have a lovely Weimaraner dog and a 23 year-old
iguana, Godzilla, who can be a bit cranky!
In my spare time, I like to keep fit by going
to the gym and exploring new places on
my
mountain
bike,
alongside
bush-walking, drawing and discovering
new music.
I am keen to get involved with all aspects
of life and work at Mount Hutton Pet
Hospital and I look forward to meeting
you and your pets at some point in the
. future.

